
Script:
[General]

5 seconds of silence for noise cancellation purposes.
[Narrator]

Amelia Costanza Reads: Skye’s Strength Supplements - Written by SGA

[Skye]
Oh, hey there~ I’ve got something super awesome I wanna show you. Please, come on in!

[Narrator]
You follow Skye into her apartment. You’d been her workout partner for quite a while now, and
she was a pretty fit and not to mention attractive woman.

[Skye]
So, today those supplements I was talking about arrived. Here~

[Narrator]
Skye held up a bottle full of pills with an energetic logo reading “Reach the Sky, Muscle Growth
Supplements” on it.

[Skye]
I’ve heard these things are really good. So, if you don’t mind. Ahh~ *swallows a pill* Now we
wait, I guess. I’ve heard really good things about these, like impossibly good. Some people even
said they got almost immediate… results… what the?- *m* Oh, oh wow! *m*

[Skye]
*growth moans to go under narration*

[Narrator]
You watch as Skye begins to moan quite loudly into the room, staring at her body. As you look
at it too, you can notice lumps rising beneath her shirt where her biceps would be, and the same
thing happening down at her thighs. You watch as these lumps continue to pulse with each
moan that escapes Skye’s mouth, until about a minute has passed and the effects seem to stop
as quickly as they began. Skye takes a minute to catch her breath, before speaking again.

[Skye]
Ohh my god. That felt incredible. Sorry, but I’ve just gotta see this.

[Narrator]
Skye removes her top revealing her bra and undeniably thicker biceps. Even her abs look a little
more defined than when you last saw it.

[Skye]
Wow, these look real. *flex* they feel real too, ohhh wow. Sorry, I just can’t believe it, those pills
are crazy. Here, let me try with some actual weight.

[Narrator]
Skye walked over to a corner of her apartment where several dumbbells lay on the floor. She
reached down with both arms and lifted a pair of them up.

[Skye]
*effort* Whew, I mean they’re heavy, but *effort* yeah, that’s much easier than it was before
*effort* this new strength feels pretty *effort* intoxicating. Anyway, I’ll put these back down
*effort* There~ …because now I really wanna try some more of these pills.



[Narrator]
Walking back over to you, she picks out a couple of pills from the bottle this time.

[Skye]
If just one pill already did this much to me, I really wanna see what two more can do. Well, here
goes. *swallow* Ahh, it’s done now. Can you imagine how strong I’m gonna be? Oh, oh, here it
comes! *m* yess, I’m growing again *m* and it feels even more intense this time *m*

[Skye]
*growth moans to go under narration*

[Narrator]
With her top off, the clearly visible swelling of her biceps was even more enchanting than her
first pill. The effects were also more extreme overall, as her biceps swelled out, her shoulders
appeared to brauden. Her bra was being further strained as her pecs too expanded and gained
definition. Below them, her 6 pack was really defined now, the ridges clearly visible and
deepening by the second. Just then, her jeans tore as her thighs became too thick to be
contained. You watched in awe as her swelling muscle emerged from beneath the ripping
denim, each pulse tearing more down the back of her jeans until the remaining fragments fell to
the floor around her, just as this second round of swelling came to an end.

[Skye]
Ohhh wow, that one was huge~ Just look at me! I’m properly buff now~ These biceps *flex* soo
big~ And my pecs too, this bra is really straining. It feels like my shoulders are a bit brauder now
too… You know, I think I like it. Being bigger, I mean~ It just feels kinda epic. Oh, I should try my
dumbbells again~

[Skye] (lighter efforts than before)
*effort* wow, okay, they’re a lot lighter now *effort* yeah, really not much to them *effort* I can’t
believe I’ve already outgrown my regular dumbbells and I’ve only had 3 pills total. Anyway
*effort* I don’t need these dumbbells to get stronger, I just need these awesome pills~ Hmm,
how about 3 this time? These should give a pretty good boost~... *swallow* Oh yeah, I think this
is gonna be *m* Whoa- really crazy! *m* Oh my god, I’m swelling so much *m* and… getting
taller?! *m* awesome~

[Skye]
*growth moans to go under narration*

[Narrator]
Skye’s body begins to erupt with muscle. You watch as her form swells out thicker and stronger
as her muscles pulse larger all over her, from her thickening biceps to her powerful pecs. Her
height too is beginning to increase as her head rises towards your own. Her shoulders, now you
come to notice it, are already brauder than your own (and braudening still), which had made her
feel bigger than you for the last few minutes, but only with this third growth surge did her head
actually rise up to surpass your own, supported by her increasingly muscular frame. At  this
transformation, you can hear her bra and panties both snapping off her swelling frame, leaving
her completely naked. Her body quickly approaches the form of a professional bodybuilder, but
suppases it just as quickly as it grows even more absurdly strong and bulky. As this spurt too
came to an abrupt halt, you were left staring into her immaculate pecs as Skye’s smiling head
beamed down at you from above them.



[Skye]
Ohh yeah, now this is much better~ I can’t believe how powerful I feel, and I got so much bigger
that time! I feel like the Hulk, you know? Just look at these biceps! *flex* Yeahh~ So epic. In fact,
isn’t this bicep bigger than your head? Ohh my god, IT IS! Ahahaha~ Ohhh this is just too good,
I’ve gotta have more!

[Narrator]
Skye reached over and grabbed the jar of supplements, which now appeared smaller in her
larger hands and poured some pills out into her other braud palm.

[Skye]
If that’s what 3 can do, I think we go for 5! Ahh *swallow* Oh yes~

[Narrator]
She swallowed the extra 5 supplements like candies, and waited for the next spurt with a
massive grin.

[Skye]
*m* Yesss… this feels amazing *m* More! Keep making me stronger! *m*

[Skye]
*growth moans to go under narration*

[Narrator]
Skye’s newest growth was even faster than all her previous ones combined, as her arms and
legs thickened and bulged out like tree trunks, her body elongated taller quickly and her
shoulders broadened wider and wider. Her pecs continued to swell out, now almost directly
above your own head. You need to step back to get a better view of her as Skye’s body
continues to explode with muscle. She was far beyond even professional bodybuilder now and
into the realms of impossibility, but that didn’t seem to slow her growth. Casually, she reached
up her trunk of an arm to touch the ceiling as her head was propelled towards it by her
extending body. At last, her latest growth left her head up against the ceiling, and her body like a
wall of muscle standing firm in-front of you.

[Skye]
Ohhh yes, now this feels just incredible! I can’t believe how massive I just got. And you! You got
so tiny~

[Narrator]
One of her hands reached out towards you and gingerly rubbed your head,

[Skye]
I can probably lift anything in my house now without even trying, I feel that strong~ Here, I’ll try
this desk.

[Narrator]
She lifted the desk easily off the ground, and placed it back down without a word.

[Skye]
Yup, that weighs literally nothing~ Awesome! So, even though I’m strong enough to do anything
I could ever physically want… I still want more.

[Narrator]
She picked up the tiny cup of pills, now dwarfed in her massive hand and lifted the whole thing
to her face.



[Skye]
Down the hatch! *swallowing* Ahh, I was gonna finish them all eventually anyway, why wait?
Ahahaha~ Oh my… something truly amazing is coming.

[Narrator]
You could hear something new now. Skye’s heartbeat was thumping from her tank of a body as
however many pills she had just swallowed prepared to do their work.

[Skye]
Ohhh yess, here it comesss! *big moan*

[Skye]
*growth moans to go under narration*

[Narrator]
With her first growth, her upper body effortlessly broke through the ceiling and into the floor
above, and you could see the lower half of it swelling as you ran from the room, her things
bulging even thicker and her feet spreading over the floor. Outside the house, you turned to see
that Skye had already broken through the houses’ roof and was continuing to spread taller and
wider. With each pulse, you could see her body almost explode larger with thick muscle, her
moans thundered out over the whole town as her gigantic body pulsed even more huge. It was
a sight to behold, an almost incomprehensible vastness that she had obtained until finally, the
surges came to a stop and her thunderous growth ended.

[Skye]
Whew, now THAT was epic! Now then, where’d you go my little training buddy?

[Narrator]
Skye’s vast body swung round as her small head atop her absurdly broad shoulders caught
sight of you.

[Skye]
Ah, there you are~

[Narrator]
One of Skye’s vast hands reached down and enveloped you, surrounding you entirely. You were
lifted sharply off the ground, and soon found yourself atop her palm possibly 40ft into the sky,
staring at her grinning face atop her gigantic pecs.

[Skye]
So, what do you think? Those supplements worked out pretty well, huh? In fact, I still feel a bit
weird. The supplements have finished, but I think maybe I can…

[Narrator]
Skye’s face focused as she concentrated, and her heartbeat accelerated once again. Her face
transitioned into a grin as…

[Skye]
*m*... Ohh yeah, now I don’t even need supplements *m* I can just keep getting stronger *m* by
my own power alone! *m* Yessssss~

[Skye]
*growth moans to go under narration*

[Narrator]
And her body grew and swelled up into the sky.


